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Abstract 
Objective: The main objective of the study was to compare proximal femoral nail and Twin interlocking 

cephalomedullary nail in terms of short-term functional and radiological outcome. 

Methods: 30 patients with unstable intertrochanteric femur fractures operated by a single surgeon were 

included in the study. 15 in the PFN group and 15 in the Twin interlocking cephalomedullary nail group. 

Modified Harris Hip score was used to assess the functional outcome. 

Results: The time to union and the functional outcome was comparable in both the groups and desired 

linear compression of up to 10mm at the fracture site could be achieved in the twin interlocking 

cephalomedullary nail group.  

Conclusion: Twin interlocking Cephalomedullary nail is a very good alternative to PFN in treatment of 

Unstable Intertrochanteric fractures of the Femur. 
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Introduction  

Unstable Intertrochanteric fractures are common fractures and they are challenging to manage 

due to the difficulties faced to achieve anatomic reduction and stable fixation [1-3]. 

In the present day, intertrochanteric fractures are treated by operative management using both 

extramedullary and intramedullary implants. The advantage of operative management is early 

rehabilitation, providing a stable, mobile and a painless hip [4-5]. 

For stable fractures extramedullary devices like Dynamic Hip screw have been used 

successfully with excellent clinical and functional outcomes. But in management of unstable 

intertrochanteric fractures use of intramedullary devices have shown to have superior clinical 

and functional outcomes as they are biomechanically better suited for this fracture type [6-8]. 

Many intramedullary deigns have been used to treat unstable intertrochanteric fractures. But 

there is paucity of literature regarding which implant is best in management of these fractures. 

The purpose of this study was to compare Proximal femoral nail (AO) which has been used 

extensively and a Twin interlocking cephalomedullary nail (InterTAN by Smith and Nephew, 

HFN by Syncera) a relatively new implant, regarding short term functional outcomes in adults 

with Unstable intertrochanteric fractures. 

The Twin interlocking cephalomedullary nail has a trapezoidal proximal shape, and uses two 

integrated lag screws with an effective size of 15.25 mm for femoral head fixation. The 

proximal nail shape and ‘the rack and pinion design’ of the nested screws give excellent 

rotational stability and the ability for controlled fracture compression [9]. 

 

Materials and Methods 

It was a prospective study.  

30 patients who had unstable intertrochanteric fractures (AO type A2 and A3) which were 

comparable with respect to baseline characteristics were chosen between JAN 2018 – JUNE 

2020; The patients were divided into two groups based on the implant used for the surgery. 

One group of 15 patients with Proximal Femur Nail and 15 patients with Twin interlocking  
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cephalomedullary nail. The choice of implant to be used was 
randomly selected by the operating surgeon. All patients 
selected in this study were operated by a single orthopaedic 
surgeon. 
 
Inclusion criteria 
1. Patients with unstable intertrochanteric fractures (AO 

type A2 and A3). 
 
Exclusion criteria 
1. Patients with pathological fractures. 
2. Patients operated with implants other than PFN and Twin 

interlocking cephalomedullary nail. 
3. Revision surgery. 
4. Any active infection around the hip joint. 
 
All fractures were classified according to A O classification.  
Surgical technique, 
All patients were positioned in supine position on a fracture 
table, closed manipulation done under fluoroscopic guidance, 
parts were painted and draped under strict aseptic precautions. 
Approximately 2-inch length incision was made proximal to 
the tip of trochanter. The guide-wire was inserted into the 
medullary canal from the tip of trochanter and its position was 
controlled in both anterior and lateral views. Serial reaming of 
the proximal femur was done. The guide wire was removed 
after the intramedullary nail inserted over the wire. After the 
confirmation of anteversion of the nail, two proximal locking 

screws in proper length were inserted. Distal locking was 
done using the jig. 
 
For PFN 
Two different screws, one 8 mm lag screw was inserted 
inferiorly and superiorly a 6.5 mm anti rotation screw was 
inserted which was 10 mm shorter than the lag screw. 
 
For twin interlocking intramedullary nail 
Two integrated proximal screws, which are the lag screw in a 
diameter of 11 mm and the compression screw in a diameter 
of 7 mm (as a rule 5 mm shorter then lag screw length). 
Firstly, the Lag screw was inserted with the antirotation bar 
held in place and then the compression screw is inserted and 
desirable linear compression at the fracture site is achieved up 
to 10 mm. Additionally SET screw could be placed once good 
reduction was achieved and compression was attained at 
fracture site using cephalomedullary screws to prevent 
uncontrolled sliding at the fracture site post operatively. 
Immediate postoperative x-rays were taken and quality of 
reduction was assessed by Baumgaertner’s criteria (fig 1) [10]. 
Standard rehabilitation protocol was followed for both groups. 
Antibiotics and DVT prophylaxis were given to all patients. 
All patients were followed up at 1 month, 3 month and at 6 
months postoperatively. Functional outcome was Assessed by 
using modified Harris Hip Score and. X-rays were taken to 
asses union at every follow up. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Baumgeartner’s reduction quality criteria 
 

Results 

A total of 30 patients were included in the study. 15 patients 

in the PFN group and 15 patients in the Twin interlocking 

cephalomedullary nail group. Table one shows the 

comparison of baseline characteristics between two groups.  

 
Table 1: Baseline characteristics 

 

 PFN InterTAN 

Age (Years) 64 67.5 

Sex - Male 

Female 

09 

10 

06 

05 

Side of injury- Left 

Right 

07 

08 

04 

11 

Mode of injury- Slip and fall RTA 
12 

03 

13 

02 

Fracture type (AO/OTA) 

A2 

A3 

 

10 

05 

 

8 

7 
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Table 2: Intra and post-operative variables 

 

 PFN InterTAN 

Duration of surgery (Avg. in min) 52 65 

Time to mobilization (Days) Postop day 3 Post op day 3 

Average Time to full weight bearing (Avg. in weeks) 8 6 

Average Time to union (Weeks) 18.5 17 

Baumgaertner criteria for reduction 

Good 

Acceptable 

Poor 

 

12 

03 

00 

 

13 

02 

00 

 

   
 

Fig 2: Proximal femoral nail

 

   
 

Fig 3: Twin interlocking cephalomedullary nail 
 

Time to union between the two groups i.e., PFN (18.5 weeks) 

and Twin interlocking cephalomedullary nail (17 weeks) was 

statistically insignificant. 

Functional outcome at the end of 6 months was assessed by 

Modified Harris Hip score it was good to excellent in 13/15 

cases, fair in 2 /15 cases in the twin interlocking nail group 

and good to excellent in 12/15 cases, fair in 3/15 cases. The 

difference between the two groups was statistically 

insignificant. 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Modified harris hip score 
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Coming to the complications, we observed rotation of the 

cervical fragment intraoperatively in 1 case of PFN group 

when the proximal guide wire was not placed correctly. 

There was superficial wound infection noticed in 1 case of 

PFN group and 1 case of Twin interlocking cephalomedullary 

nail which resolved with dressing and a course of oral 

antibiotics. 

There was 1 patient with Z effect in PFN group and revision 

surgery was done for the same and patient is doing fine. 

There was 1 patient with varus malunion in the PFN group 

and the patient was functionally doing good so nothing was 

done for the same.   

 

Discussion 

The biomechanical superiority of intramedullary devices has 

long been established in treatment of unstable 

intertrochanteric fractures [11]. In our study we tried to explore 

the Indian perspective in the management of unstable 

intertrochanteric fractures by comparing two different 

intramedullary nails in view of short-term functional outcome. 

We compared PFN and a relatively new cephalomedullary 

nail integrated twin interlocking screws. 

PFN, Proximal Femoral Nail, developed by AO/ASIF, a third-

generation load sharing device works on the principle of 

controlled fracture collapse and is closer to the mechanical 

axis of the femur and a shorter lever arm, has been used 

extensively in the treatment of these fractures and has 

advantages of less soft tissue dissection and addition of 6.5 

mm anti-rotation screw to prevent the rotation of the proximal 

fragment [12-15]. 

But well-known complications of this device are implant 

related problems like varus collapse, screw cut out, Z effect, 

Reverse Z effect, and inability to put an anti-rotation screw in 

some cases due to a narrow neck has been documented [12]. 

Keeping this in mind , the twin integrated interlocking 

cephalomedullary nail was introduced, which has a has a 

trapezoidal proximal shape, and uses two integrated lag 

screws with an effective size of 15.25 mm for femoral head 

fixation. The proximal nail shape and ‘the rack and pinion 

design’ of the nested screws give excellent rotational stability 

and the ability for controlled fracture compression [16]. 

In our study fracture healing was assessed clinically and 

radiologically. The average time for union in the PFN group 

was 18.5 weeks and, in the twin, interlocking integrated 

cephalomedullary group was 17 weeks. This was statistically 

insignificant but the early union in case of the latter group 

may be attributed to the nail design as explained above. 

Similar times to union were observed in the other studies. Min 

et al. [17]. studied reverse oblique fracture patterns and treated 

them with PFN or gamma nail and observed bone union time 

as averaging between 16.5 weeks in PFN group and 17.9 

weeks in gamma nail group. 

All patients were followed up for a minimum of 6 months in 

our study and no patients were lost to follow up. Functional 

outcome at final follow up was assessed by modified Harris 

hip score and we found good to excellent results in 13/ 15 

patients in Twin integrated interlocking cephalomedullary nail 

group and 12/15 patients in the PFN group. This was also 

comparable and not statistically significant. Weiguang Yu et 

al. in their study comparing InterTAN nail and PFN 

antirotation for treatment of unstable intertrochanteric 

fractures, [18] difference between Harris hip scores was found 

to be statistically insignificant between the groups, like in our 

study. 

We have known from before that absence of good reduction 

achieved during surgery results in poor prognosis for the hip 

fracture [1, 19]. 

According to Baumgaertner criteria, good reduction was 

achieved in almost all cases of both the groups in our study. 

One of the well-known complications post-surgery is screw 

cut out which require revision surgery. Reucker et al. in their 

study with the Intertan nail found varus collapse and screw 

cut out in 5 % cases [16]. And in study done by Schipper et al. 

for the PFN found varus collapse and screw cut out in 7% 

cases [20]. In other studies, the cut-out rates for PFN have been 

documented between 0.6-8% [13, 21]. 

Basically, improper screw placement in the femoral head was 

found to be the reason for this complication [16, 20]. In our 

study we did not find any cases of screw cut out in both the 

groups as lot of stress was placed on anatomic reduction and 

correct screw placement in the femoral head. It has been a 

well-known fact that implant positioning and proper surgical 

technique play a more pivotal role in eliminating this problem 

rather than the implant itself. 

Basically, the change in the Twin interlocking nail is the 

addition of the interlocking cephalomedullary screws to 

prevent Z and reverse Z effect. In our study, we noticed Z 

effect in 1 case of PFN group and none in the Twin 

interlocking nail group.  

Many studies have reported many instances of secondary 

femoral shaft fractures (around 17%) due to the impingement 

of the short intramedullary device on the anterior cortex. 

Ruecker et al. encountered no nail impingement or thigh pain 

problems in patients treated for an intertrochanteric fracture 

using this nail [16], The diameter of the Twin interlocking 

cephalomedullary nail tapers from 13.5 mm in the middle to 

11 mm at the tip, which has a stress dispersion effect on the 

nail and inner cortex and avoids stress overconcentration 

around the nail tip. This nail has a split distal tip that reduces 

overall cross-sectional stiffness of the distal implant. This 

might give the nail an added advantage. We also didn’t 

encounter this problem in both the groups in our study. 

In our study we found that there is no option in the PFN to 

prevent unchecked sliding which may lead to decreased 

stability, increasing the chances of varus collapse and lateral 

impingement. The twin interlocking nail with its unique 

nested screw design has been shown to achieve controlled 

compression and the oval profile of the integrated screws 

locked to the nail and the presence of SET screw prevents 

further sliding and provides excellent rotational stability [22]. 

This is an advantage if good reduction is achieved and it 

might prove to be a disadvantage if good reduction and 

compression is not achieved on table as further sliding at the 

fracture will not be allowed by the SET screw. Hence take-

home message would be to ensure good reduction and 

compression of fracture intraoperatively before tightening of 

SET screw. 

The main advantage of the twin interlocking nail we found in 

our study was that controlled linear compression of up to 10 

mm could be achieved intraoperatively to ensure better 

reduction of the fracture. 

This study of ours is not without limitations. Ours was a study 

with short term outcome. Long term studies and RCTs are 

required. More Studies with use of this nail in osteoporotic 

bone needs to be done. Implant removal in the patients with 

twin interlocking cephalomedullary nail if needed due to 

multitude reasons can be challenging. And the proximal 

diameter of the twin interlocking cephalomedullary nail is 

around 16 mm and it can be difficult to place in short statured 

individuals. 
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Conclusion 

Unstable intertrochanteric fractures of the femur are very 

common and there has been a debate regarding the treatment 

of these fractures. The intramedullary nails which are 

biomechanically better have been preferred. There is no clear 

winner in the choice of the implant in the treatment of this 

fracture. 

We would like to conclude that Twin interlocking 

Cephalomedullary nail is a viable alternative for unstable 

intertrochanteric fractures of femur to the PFN which has 

been extensively in the past from an Indian perspective. 
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